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The approach to this Grade 2 listed home with the sea a stones throw away is one of elegance and character. The
property itself is presented to exacting standards throughout. The reception room, with luxury marble flooring
and underfloor heating oozes style and quality. From here, the garden can be accessed via a quite lovely 1920s
style door. The kitchen is bright , light and airy and has on trend stainless steel units. It is well integrated and
provides plenty of counter top space to cook. From here there is a lovely breakfast room with views onto a
Mediterranean inspired garden which is a superb sun trap and a lovely space to relax and unwind.

On the first floor there are two great sized double bedrooms with lovely sash windows.The front room has a
quite lovely Juliana balcony and sea views. There is also an incredibly spacious family bath and shower room and
separate WC on this level.

The top floor comprises two further double bedrooms with plenty of space.

This is really a lovely and unique family home. A jewel in the crown. Perfectly located and not one to be missed!

As a location Temple Street couldn't be more ideal with Brighton's finest shops, theatres, bars, clubs and
restaurants on the doorstep, the sea a few minutes walk away and the rich cultural heritage and colourful
populace that symbolises the city, literally within touching distance. For the growing family there are some
outstanding schools in the vicinity and with Brighton Station a short walk due east, the historic lanes due south
and buses for many locations just around the corner this property offers everything required for versatile urban
living.
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I love the light that my house delivers. Whatever the weather , it’s always bright and the
lounge fills with brilliant afternoon sunlight .The garden is a paradise for nature right
in the heart of the city and incredibly tranquil.
Finally, I love looking out of the top window peeking at the sea and sunsets.Will very
much miss that .
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